
         Purdue Apl. 24 [18]86_ 
My darling Effie: 
 Today finishes up another week & there are only seven more before we shall be 
together and I am glad enough of it_  I received your letter on time this yesterday afternoon.  I 
went for it myself & got it out of the office & mailed a poor one for your Sundays letter.  I got 
on that string & couldn’t some how get off.  It wasn’t a very newsy letter & I am afraid it will 
hardly pay you for a trip to the office.  

Darling I think you are right that this year I am doing a full $1600 worth of work for 
twelve hundred dollars but Darling it was worth it to me since I couldn’t get more.  The extra 
two hundred makes it possible for us to marry this summer.  Without it we could not unless you 
were willing to consent to marry while I was still in debt & that I think you would never have 
done_  But Darling I think at the same time that Barnes has always taken the thing very coolly[,] 
almost as if he were doing me a favor.  I think he was working for it from the very first when he 
wrote trying to engage me & I consented more to help him at the time than for any other 
reason for I felt then that the two hundred dollars would be very hard earned__  But Barnes is a 
Hoosier born & bred & he can’t help himself.  The Hoosiers[,] & I dont know but all the 
westerners but certainly all the Hoosiers I have seen[,] have one trait which is preeminent.  It is 
their selfishness.  A hoosier will scarcely say “thank you” once in fifty & they are all for 
themselves & worse[,] they think that everyone else must be all for them.  The first thing they 
think of in every matter whatsoever is their end of the bargain_  Now this isn’t mere libel but so 
far as I have seen them it holds true of the average or of even better than the average.  It is true 
right here in this Faculty.  The air is full of it & they have all got it or almost all.  You will find 
that everyman in the concern almost works for the school only as it builds himself up or almost 
all of them.  There is very little esprit de corps here.  Well Darling I started to say that Barnes is 
that way.  He has had a great deal to do here but there has been time for him to get his 
herbarium into better shape I should think.  I can’t live with a collection stacked in 
heterogeneously about me_  There is no use in talking about it.  It annoys me every time I go 
near it & worse[,] it brings discredit on me with visitors who know that I have charge of it.  
Barnes has been here all Summer for years & if he had wished he could have cared for the 
museum some but he had other fish to fry.  I have other fish to fry as well as he & they are fully 
as valuable fish as Barnes is & has been frying but I must stop my frying long enough to get 
collections which I mean to use into shape for use_  As for my doing hindering rather than 
helping me Darling[,] I dont know.  Sometimes I do feel as if it was true as you say but Effie Love 
I cant help if it is.  I can’t be content with my work unless is well done and thoroughly done and 
I must do it so any how even if it dont pay_  I don’t put very much time upon the museum 
except now & then I get at it & put in heavy strokes & take off huge chips & thus am getting my 
formless block shaped some what but the perfect figure will have to be picked out with a finer 
chisel & very slowly_  What I do tells all the time.  Darling my Darling Ɵ_  I received the samples 



of cloth and am perfectly satisfied with your choice.  I prefer no 2 myself & will have a suit from 
it if you think I had better not try for something still better.  There is time to do this if you say so 
Darling for I have started early on purpose.  If you wish to do so I should like you to go to the 
tailors from whom Mr Underwood got his suit and get a sample of the cloth he had and send it 
to me_  I can get it matched if you prefer that and have my suit of it.  This is very handsome & 
will make up very finely indeed.  The rib is no finer than that in my present suit but the cloth is 
much softer to the feel & pleasanter to touch.  I send you a piece of the old cloth & also return 
the samples for comparison.  Darling if you wish to hunt for something finer I shall be glad to 
have you do it.  You spoke at Christmas of wanting me to have a suit with finer ribs.  I do not 
know whether the cloth comes with any finer ribs Darling but if it does & you will send me a 
sample I will make Niermann get that for me_ 
 Darling you havent said what you thought about my having a new every day suit.  Do 
you advise that or [do] you you think that I can get along with what I have at present.  I am 
inclined to think that a pair of trousers will be the only addition I shall require_  Tell me also 
how you want the best suit made up[,] if you are entirely satisfied with the last one & want it 
just that sort.  I guess you will think I might have had sense enough to send the fifth sample at 
first & not return these four samples but Darling my costume will be so simple & I know you will 
be extremely particular about the appearance I make & so Darling I think I had better not order 
no 2 until you have had another chance.  If you were here I imagine you would take a second 
look & so I am going to let you do it_ 
 Last evening I took supper with Huston & after supper we went to a Negro Minstrels.  
After that we went to his room & tried some flute duos & then at 12 oclock I started across the 
bridge.  It was 12:30 when I got to our gate & all was quiet along the Potomac.  But I made the 
tour of the grounds & it was well that I did for I discovered lying upon the door step of the 
young ladies entrance to this building a certain article of ladies underwear which is bifurcated & 
made in this case of canton flannel.  Both of the roomy forks were stuffed full of paper to give 
the garment a more natural appearance and it had marked on it in indelible ink in a 
conspicuous place on the wrist band F. Weed.  It was by far the worst trick that has been played 
this year & I am most devoutly thankful that I discovered it in time. The garment was not Miss 
Weeds but was a pair of soiled base ball breeches which some student had consecrated to this 
purpose_  Of course Miss Weed dont know & never will know any thing about this affair unless 
sometime in the dim future you tell her.  I think that some of our students exhibit evidence of a 
degraded mind so low that association with them is a contamination.  This beautiful thing is just 
about on the level of Quicks inventive but gross mind.  Forgive me Darling if it is too indelicate 
for me to have mentioned at all but it must have been left to oblivion otherwise for the whole 
point would have been lost.  The boys are some of them going to be caught for I am on the war 
path now & shall sit up late & watch them close & someone will be expelled before these tricks 
are over I guess__ 



 Now Darling I must stop & go to work.  It is nine oclock and I feel well[,] hearty & much 
like putting in a good full day  ___  With deepest love from your  
       Harry____ 


